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By CURTISS T. GARDNER 

 
Bill “Baron Munchausen” Tolliver stumbles into a death trap 

on the strange trail of a thousand pair of stolen pants! 
 

HE clock in the Live and Let Live 
Lunchroom stood at a quarter to 
five. Bill “Baron Munchausen” 

Tolliver picked up Johnny Rutgers’ 
quarter from the glass top of the pinball 
machine. 

“Shoot another?”  
Rutgers shook his head. 
“You’re too lucky. Besides it’s near 

quitting time.”  

The Baron turned his small, sharp 
features toward two other members of 
Imperial Casualty Company’s claims staff. 

“Luck!” he snorted. “What I just 
showed you is skill. Acquired through 
thousands of hours of practice. Why, I’ve 
even thought of telling old Mehary what 
he could do with my job as claims 
investigator. I could make a swell living 
just playing these boards.” 

T 
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“When do you start, Baron?” Rutgers 
asked. 

“The war killed my idea,” the Baron 
replied. “Not enough men left to win from. 
Take a look around the office sometime. 
Except for you three men, nobody’s in the 
department now but women.”  

“You could play with them,” Rutgers 
suggested, grinning. 

“1 got a picture of me winning dough 
from some gal like Ivy Thomas.” A 
twinkle lurked behind the Baron’s shrewd, 
black eyes as he mimicked the new 
adjuster’s Boston accent. “ ‘Reahly, I’m 
far too engrossed with my professional 
duties to squander time on games of 
chance.’ ”  

“That Thomas dame!” Rutgers 
exclaimed. “She sure thinks she’s the 
queen bee. ‘Poison Ivy,’ that’s what I call 
her.”  

A chunky, bare-legged girl of about 
sixteen came into the lunchroom. She was 
Imperial Casualty’s replacement for the 
long-vanished office boy. 

“Mr. Mehary sent me down to find 
you,” she said to the Baron. 

“Quitting time,” the Baron remarked. 
“Now, as usual, comes the rush 
assignment.” 

From behind a tall stack of folders on 
his desk in a glassed-in private office, Ellis 
Mehary, district claims manager for 
Imperial Casualty, looked up with small, 
bloodshot eyes as the Baron walked in. 

“So I was right,” Mehary remarked. 
“You were downstairs swilling coffee 
instead of getting your reports up to date.”  

“I was buying aspirin for the pain these 
new female adjusters give me,” the Baron 
said crossly. 

“I didn’t know there was anything 
inside that thick skull of yours to ache, 
Tolliver. If our claims women worry you, 
what do you think about me?”  

“Boss,” the Baron replied, “it would 

cost my job to tell you.”  
“None of your cracks,” Mehary 

snapped. “I’ve got something big for you.”  
“That’s what I like,” the Baron said 

with enthusiasm. “Big things. Did I ever 
tell you about the time I was consulted by 
the State Department about the Bolivia-
Chile border claims?”  

The claims manager’s bushy brows 
drew together in a grey-black line. 

“Don’t waste my time with your Baron 
Munchausen yarns, Tolliver. They’ve 
earned you a nickname around the office, 
but I haven’t noticed them adding 
anything to your pay check. You’d better 
put that wild imagination to some 
constructive use.”  

“I do,” the Baron complained sadly. 
“But when I get through kidding myself 
that the insult I get twice each month is 
supposed to be a pay check, I have no 
inspiration left.” 

Mehary ignored the remark. 
“Here’s what I want you to do. 

Imperial Casualty has a burglary policy 
covering the Metropolitan Men’s Shoppes. 
Last week, their warehouse was entered 
and a thousand pairs of pants were stolen. 
If you can find the thieves, Tolliver, it’s 
your big chance to cover yourself with 
glory.”  

“And cover a thousand other guys with 
pants,” the Baron murmured. “I heard 
about that loss. But I thought you’d 
assigned it to dear little Poison Ivy 
Thomas.”  

“I did,” Mehary admitted, frowning. 
“But Thomas hasn’t made the progress I 
want. In fact, she hasn’t even reported to 
the office for the last two days. These girls 
seem to think we’re running some sort of a 
ladies’ club instead of an insurance 
business.”  

The Baron pushed an unruly lock of 
mouse-colored hair from his eyes.  

“The boys are beginning to think so 
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too. We’re even wondering when the 
company is going to send a matron to take 
over the claims manager’s job.”  

Mehary glowered suspiciously. He 
pitched a folder across the cluttered desk. 

“Here’s the dope on your assignment. 
Take it and get busy. I want you to work 
independently of the Thomas girl. Don’t 
even tell her I’ve put you on the case.” 

 
T HIS desk, the Baron thumbed the 
papers in the folder. The form made 

up by a coverage clerk showed that Paul J. 
Ortt, doing business as Metropolitan 
Men’s Shoppes, was insured for a total of 
fifty thousand dollars under Imperial 
Casualty’s policy, B.O.47-105. The letters 
preceding the policy number were the 
underwriting department’s system of 
showing that the policy covered 
“Burglary: Open Stock.”  

The only other item was a letter from 
Ortt, dated a week previously. His 
warehouse had been entered at night, and a 
number of packing cases, part of a recent 
shipment of suits from Lief, Inc., were 
gone. 

The Baron jammed his hat on his head 
and went out. 

“Mehary can go soak his head,” he 
told himself. “If I handle things his way, 
I’ll only get myself in Dutch with the sales 
department by irritating the policy holder. 
Ortt will be sore if I call on him this time 
of day to go over ground he must have 
covered with Ivy Thomas a week ago. And 
I’ll be making myself a lot of extra work, 
too.”  

He turned uptown toward the 
apartment where Ivy Thomas lived. He’d 
been there before. Although the Baron 
liked to beef about being associated with 
women in claims work, he realized that 
these girls were doing a good job helping 
out in a time of critical manpower 
shortage. 

Ivy Thomas in particular was inclined 
to act superior because of her college 
education and her Boston background, but 
she wasn’t a bad kid at heart. Furthermore, 
she was very pretty, a dainty little brunette 
who stirred the Baron more than he’d 
admit. 

The apartment house was a former 
brownstone mansion that had been cut into 
light housekeeping quarters. While the 
Baron was still half a block away, he saw 
a short, neatly dressed man with eye 
glasses and a clipped, black mustache 
hurry down the steps and cross the street. 
It was Paul Ortt. 

“Looks like things are being handled 
Mehary’s way after all,” the Baron said to 
himself. “And believe me, this Ivy gal 
must really be good if she makes the 
claimants do the chasing around.”  

The door to Ivy’s rooms on the second 
floor was standing slightly ajar when he 
reached it. He tapped inquiringly, more 
loudly when no one answered. Then he 
pushed the door wider, stepping inside. 

“Ivy,” he called, “it’s Bill Toll—”  
The words stuck in his throat. Ivy 

Thomas sat in a rocker near the center of 
her small living room. Her eyes were 
turned toward him, but she was unaware 
she had a visitor. One side of her glossy 
black hair was a wet, sticky red. 

For an instant the Baron stood 
transfixed, gazing at the heavy metal book 
end on the floor near the dead girl’s chair. 
Violent death was something the Baron 
had seen with regularity in his twelve 
years of claims routine. Death by accident. 
But this was something entirely different. 
This was deliberate murder. 

Now he had something vastly more 
important than missing pants to find. He 
wondered if Ivy Thomas had been killed 
because of her work on the clothing theft. 
What had Paul Ortt been doing in this 
apartment house? Was it a coincidence or 

A 
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had the chain store owner some 
connection with the girl’s death? 

Swiftly he went about the room, his 
sharp black eyes missing nothing. If the 
girl had worked for a week on Ortt’s 
claim—if she had not been to the office 
for at least two days, there must be 
something to indicate the progress she had 
made on the job. Maybe that would give 
him a needed clue toward her murderer. 

He looked first in the brief case that he 
found on an old-fashioned desk. There was 
little in it. The customary supplies a 
claims-man carries for use in the field. 
Printed forms, pencils, carbon paper, three 
or four ruled pads. The only item which 
struck the Baron as unusual was a 
stenographic notebook.  

He flipped it open, riffled the pages 
swiftly. The pothooks and dashes which 
covered the first few pages were 
completely unintelligible to him. On the 
last page, the girl had done a bit of 
doodling. Were it not for the pathetically 
silent form in the chair across the room 
from him, the Baron would have been 
amused at the drawing. 

Ivy Thomas had executed it in the 
manner of a cartoon, with considerable 
skill. Her drawing showed a brawny, 
broad-shouldered man, clad in nothing but 
a fig leaf and a sack coat. 

“Poor kid,” he muttered to himself. 
“Easy enough to see how her mind was 
working. Pants gone. That’s the Ortt 
claim, right enough.”  

He dropped the notebook into his 
pocket. Perhaps something in Ivy’s 
shorthand notes would give him a lead 
toward finding her murderer. One of the 
office girls could translate for him. 

He moved .on through the other rooms 
of the apartment. The bedroom yielded 
nothing except feminine clothing and 
articles of personal use. 

As he turned through the swinging 

door connecting the living room and a tiny 
kitchenette, someone moved suddenly 
from the side of a refrigerator just beyond. 
The Baron ducked, but not quite quickly 
enough. A granite fist caught him flush on 
the jaw. His feet slid out from beneath 
him, and he landed sprawling on the 
linoleum. 

Half dazed by the unexpectedness of 
the attack, the Baron blinked up into a 
dark, handsome face that held more than a 
hint of cruelty. Crooking his right arm to 
ward off another blow, the Baron tried to 
regain his feet. 

But the tall, powerfully built man did 
not hit him again. 

“My mistake,” the stranger muttered. 
“I thought you were the other guy.”  

With that, he stepped to the open 
window and out. 

By the time the Baron had scrambled 
up and reached the window, it was only 
time to see the man drop from the bottom 
of a fire escape and duck around the 
corner of the building. 

For an instant the Baron thought of 
following. Then he turned back into the 
living room. He could give the man’s 
description to the police later. 

In the meantime, it no longer mattered 
if Paul Ortt would be annoyed by an after-
hours visit. 

 
ETROPOLITAN MEN’S Shoppes 
occupied a dingy, brick warehouse 

on the fringe of the lower-grade shopping 
district. The Baron went up a flight of 
badly cupped wooden stairs. 

In a large, barren room on the second 
floor, Ortt was sitting beneath a green-
shaded droplight at a cluttered, roll-top 
desk. He looked up as the Baron walked 
in. 

“You remember me, don’t you?” asked 
the Baron. “Tolliver of Imperial Casualty.” 

Ortt’s eyes gleamed behind his glasses. 

M
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“Of course. You’re the man who was 
inventing an automatic device like a pari-
mutuel machine for paying automobile 
claims. When do the insurance companies 
start operating on that system, Tolliver?”  

“There are still some details I have to 
work out before it will be quite practical,” 
the Baron said hastily. “Now what I called 
about this afternoon is this burglary loss of 
yours.”  

“Yes, I was rather expecting someone 
from your company. I hear you’ve 
recovered the pants.”  

The Baron’s jaw dropped.  
“You’re way ahead of me now, Mr. 

Ortt. What makes you think we’ve found 
them?” 

“Why your Miss Thomas said so.”  
“Oh, yes. You went to see her, didn’t 

you? Just a little while ago.”  
Ortt cleared his throat.  
“She phoned and asked me to drop by 

her home. It seemed a bit irregular, but she 
told me she’d cleared up the whole case.”  

“What did she say when you saw her?” 
the Baron asked slyly. 

“As a matter of fact I didn’t see her,” 
Ortt declared, his fingers toying nervously 
with a glass paperweight. “No one 
answered the doorbell at her apartment. I 
was quite annoyed.”  

“I see,” said the Baron. “Well, Miss 
Thomas was taken suddenly ill. That’s 
why I’m assigned to investigate the claims 
now. Suppose you tell me just how it 
occurred.”  

Ortt’s narrow face was red. 
“This is very upsetting. I’ve already 

been over the whole ground with Miss 
Thomas. I thought I was getting excellent 
service.”  

The facts, as Ortt outlined them, were 
simple enough. From the manufacturer, he 
had ordered a thousand light-weight suits 
identical in pattern. The size of the order 
was due to a low price offered by Lief, 

Inc., and the fact that Ortt operated nearly 
two hundred retail clothing stores 
throughout the country. The suits had been 
delivered to the warehouse just before 
closing time a week ago. Next morning, a 
rear door to the warehouse was found 
jimmied. Fifteen packing cases had 
vanished. 

“Now I’ve got a thousand coats,” Ortt 
concluded, “and not a single pair of 
pants.” 

“Queer, isn’t it,” the Baron observed 
shrewdly, “that the thieves would take 
only the pants?”  

“Must have been coincidence,” Ortt 
agreed. “Probably they filled a truck with 
the packing boxes, just happening to get 
all the pants. Lucky for me I have ample 
burglary protection. I was discussing the 
insurance with Lief before I placed the 
order with him. At that time, I phoned 
your office to increase my coverage from 
forty to fifty thousand. Of course, the coats 
are no good without the pants, so my claim 
will be thirty thousand. But I’d rather 
recover the pants than have you pay.”  

“Would you really,” the Baron asked 
doubtfully, “with ceiling prices like they 
are?” 

To call on Lief was his next step, the 
Baron decided. But it was too late in the 
day. 

The next morning, a very unattractive 
receptionist at Lief, Inc., fingered the card 
the Baron laid on her desk. 

“Oh,” she said with interest, “you’re 
from Imperial Casualty. I guess you know 
Ivy Thomas.”  

The Baron was surprised. 
“Is she a friend of yours?”  
“I knew her in Boston. Just a few days 

ago, Ivy asked me to arrange a date for her 
with one of the men who works here.”  

The Baron was suddenly alert. It didn’t 
seem in character for a snooty Boston girl 
to be making dates with an employee of a 
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little clothing concern. Unless she’d done 
it in connection with the Ortt claim. 

The switchboard buzzed. 
“Mr. Lief will see you now,” the 

receptionist told the Baron. 
He leaned across her desk before 

pushing open the gate in the railing. 
“What time do you go to lunch, 

beautiful? Maybe we could go somewhere 
together?” 

“Wonderful!” The girl’s smile made 
her mouth look like a gash in a pumpkin. 
“I’d just love to go with you, Mr. 
Tolliver.” 

 
HE Baron shivered slightly as he 
walked toward the office in the rear. 

The things a fellow had to suffer for the 
sake of dear old Imperial Casualty!  

His jaw hardened. This wasn’t routine. 
He was doing it not for Imperial Casualty 
nor for Ellis Mehary, but for the sake of 
Ivy Thomas. If it were his last act, the 
girl’s slayer would be brought to justice. 

The heavy-jowled Lief was 
unexpectedly pleasant. 

“Glad to co-operate with the insurance 
company,” he told the Baron. “I’ve 
already given the information to one of 
your girl adjusters. Matter of fact, there 
isn’t much I can tell you.”  

There wasn’t. The last of the suits had 
been finished one afternoon and delivery 
of the whole order made that same day, 
right after the plant closed. Lief’s shipping 
clerk had personally seen all the goods 
checked safely into Ortt’s warehouse. 
Next morning, Ortt had phoned, frantic, 
reporting that all the pants were missing. 

The Baron’s keen eyes studied the blue 
shadow of beard on Lief’s cheeks. 

“Aren’t your local deliveries usually 
made with the garments hung on portable 
racks, so they won’t get wrinkled? How 
does it happen Ortt’s shipment was packed 
in wooden boxes.”  

“We knew Ortt’s suits would be re-
shipped to his various out-of-town 
branches. They’d all have to be re-pressed. 
So we hurried them out of here.”  

“Lucky for you,” the Baron remarked, 
“Ortt has enough insurance to cover. 
Otherwise, you might never get paid.”  

Lief’s fingers caressed his chin. 
“Yes, that is a break. Too bad for you 

folks the coats are no good without the 
pants.” 

“That’s something else I don’t 
understand,” the Baron remarked. “Why 
the thieves would take every one of the 
pants and not a single coat.” 

Lief champed his cigar butt and said 
the same thing Ortt had said. 

“Coincidence. What else could it be?”  
The Baron stopped at the switchboard 

on his way out. His watch showed eleven-
fifteen. The receptionist said she could get 
away at quarter to twelve. He told her to 
meet him at a grill two blocks uptown. 

While he was waiting there for her, he 
put in a phone call to Ellis Mehary. The 
roar which came over the wire almost 
ruptured his eardrum. 

“I tried all last evening to get you. 
Where the blue blazes have you been? 
What have you been doing, Tolliver?”  

“Working, of course. What else does 
anybody have time to do when they’re on 
Imperial Casualty’s payroll?”  

“Don’t be impertinent, Tolliver. I want 
you back in this office as quick as you can 
get here.”  

“About Ivy Thomas? I think she was 
killed on account of that Ortt claim, boss. 
It’s the worst case of B.O. I’ve ever 
detected. But I have a hunch I can catch 
someone with their thousand pairs of pants 
down. I have a date with a girl.”  

“A date!” Mehary roared. “You have 
nerve enough to tell me you’re out chasing 
girls, while I sit here slowly going crazy? I 
ought to fire you.”  

T 
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“If you went crazy faster, it wouldn’t 
help me a bit, boss.”  

He hung up on Mehary’s counterblast. 
Lief’s switchboard operator was 

named Anna Markley. The fact she was so 
thin didn’t mean her appetite was poor. 
The way she destroyed groceries meant, 
the Baron decided, that the item must 
appear on his “swindle sheet” in decidedly 
altered form. 

He wondered if the information he was 
getting in exchange for the food was worth 
the effort. Anna, it seemed, had worked in 
the campus book store of the Boston 
university, of which Ivy was a graduate. 
The two girls had merely a casual 
acquaintance which could not be called a 
friendship. Anna had taken another job 
away from Boston. 

“I didn’t see Ivy for over a year,” she 
told the Baron. “Not until she walked into 
the office last week to see Mr. Lief. Then 
later I was surprised when she asked if I 
could get a date for her with Jack Kather.”  

“Who’s Kather?” the Baron asked 
quickly. 

“Lief’s right-hand man. They call him 
the shipping clerk, but he does almost 
everything around the plant.”  

“Then he must be the one who 
delivered those suits to Ortt.”  

Anna thought he was. But she was 
vague about it. 

“Is this Kather a big fellow?” the 
Baron asked. “Tall, dark-complexioned, 
rather good-looking?”  

“He’s big,” Anna said, puzzled, “but 
not a bit good-looking. He’s blond.” 

“I don’t want to spoil your appetite,” 
the Baron said, “but someone killed your 
friend Ivy yesterday. It might have been 
the man of my description.” 

“Killed! Ivy!” The girl was 
thunderstruck. “It must have been that 
husband of hers. From what she told me 
about him, I always thought he was 

dangerous.”  
It was the Baron’s turn to be amazed. 
“I didn’t know Ivy Thomas was 

married.”  
“She married a fellow named George 

Scobie while she was still a student at the 
university. But she couldn’t get along with 
him. Scobie was bad-tempered and 
insanely jealous. She finally had to divorce 
him. You don’t suppose Scobie followed 
Ivy here and killed her, just because she 
stepped out with Jack Kather?”  

“I don’t suppose anything,” the Baron 
declared grimly. “But I think I’ll go back 
with you to the plant and have a talk with 
Kather.” 

 
IEF was coming out of his office 
when Anna and the Baron walked into 

the entrance anteroom. Lief gave the 
Baron an inquiring glance, turned, went 
back out of sight. Anna relieved the girl on 
the board, busied herself briefly with the 
phone jacks. 

“Kather says for you to come back.” 
She pointed through the swinging gate 
beyond Lief’s office. “Turn to the left.”  

He followed her directions. Through a 
long, cluttered room where rows of 
women were busy with power-driven 
sewing machines. Through a smaller space 
where finished garments were being 
pressed. 

The shipping clerk was alone in a 
dimly lighted rear room, working around a 
stack of packing boxes near an elevator 
shaft. Gusts of steam from the pressing 
machines gave the place an unpleasant 
odor. 

Kather was large but very homely. His 
oversize, bumpy nose gave him the look of 
a weary spaniel. There was no 
resemblance to the dark, cruel face of the 
man who had attacked the Baron in Ivy 
Thomas’ apartment. 

“Sure,” he told the Baron with a 

L
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distinctly hostile air, “I took them suits to 
Ortt’s warehouse just at about six.” He 
seized another heavy box, wobbling it on 
its corners across the concrete floor. 
“What about it?”  

“How,” the Baron asked, “were those 
cases marked?”  

His eyes were on Kather as the 
shipping clerk touched a control button 
and a ponderous freight elevator creaked 
down slowly from the floor above. He 
heard the faint scuff of a footstep behind 
his back and started to turn. 

The sudden stunning blow on the back 
of his head was as if the elevator had 
fallen on him. And the darkness following 
was like the gloom of its deep, lightless 
shaft.  

A persistent hissing sound worried the 
fringe of the Baron’s returning 
consciousness. It suggested a snake. The 
snake suggested Adam and Eve. The 
Baron had a brain image of someone clad 
only in a fig leaf and a suit coat.  

Then, suddenly he was in full 
possession of his senses once more. And 
by some obscure mental process, he knew 
with certainty who was responsible for the 
theft of one thousand pairs of pants. Ivy 
Thomas’ apparently aimless sketch held 
the solution to the entire case. Ivy had told 
Paul Ortt truthfully that she’d cleared up 
the mystery. Which was the reason she 
had died.  

The Baron tried to sit up, discovered 
himself unable to move. Not only were his 
hands s securely fastened behind his back, 
but his legs also were tied. A wadded 
handkerchief in his mouth provided an 
effective gag. The hissing sound 
originated from a grid of pipes on one wall 
of the small empty room in which he lay.  

There was one door and one window. 
The door would be locked, the Baron 
believed. And there was danger for him 
beyond it. The one window would open, 

probably, into a blank wall. His wandering 
eyes rested on the steam pipes. 
Undoubtedly, they supplied the pressing 
machines he had noticed on his way 
through the plant.  

Wriggling on his stomach, he managed 
to cross the room as far as those pipes. It 
was harder to turn in such position that his 
pinioned hands could grasp the valves near 
floor level. He managed it, finally, burning 
his arms against the hot metal, fumbling 
half a dozen attempts before he got the 
valves turned. Then steam jetted out with 
wet heat against his pinioned wrists.  

The pain against his bare flesh was 
almost more than he could endure, but he 
knew he had to endure it if he were to 
have a chance for life. After a moment or 
two, he felt the cords securing his wrists 
loosen as the wet steam acted to stretch the 
fiber.  

In five minutes the Baron had his 
hands free. He staggered to his feet, across 
to the window. His hunch had been 
correct. Five stories of sheer brick 
masonry dropped to the alley below.  

He tried to raise the window. The 
metal sash, badly corroded, resisted his 
most prodigious efforts. With face pressed 
against the pane he could see into the alley 
below. A man was loitering near the side 
of the loft building. He’d have to gamble 
on that man. It was his only chance to get 
help. 

Fumbling in his pocket for Ivy’s 
notebook, the Baron found it gone. But he 
still had a stub of pencil. He tore the back 
from a paper of matches to scribble his 
brief appeal for help, whipped off his left 
shoe, thrust the note inside. 

Deliberately he kicked the glass from 
the window with his right foot, thrust his 
head through the shattered pane and yelled 
to the man below. 

It was all of seventy-five feet down to 
the pavement. Too far for the Baron to be 
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sure. But it seemed to him he recognized 
the dark, handsome features of George 
Scobie in the startled face turned upward 
in the alley. He yelled again and tossed the 
shoe. 

The man started across the street, 
trying to catch the falling object. With the 
perversity of fate, his clutching fingers 
missed. The shoe struck him squarely on 
the head. He crumpled to the cobblestones. 

The Baron couldn’t wait to see what 
happened after that. The breaking glass 
and his shouting had already attracted 
attention inside. A key rattled in the door 
lock. The tall figure of Jack Kather 
loomed in the opening. 

The shipping clerk held a short piece 
of two-by-four, which he wielded like a 
club, slashing at the Baron’s head. The 
Baron ducked the blow, dropped to the 
floor, rolling. His body struck Kather 
below the knees, bringing the big man 
down sprawling. 

They locked together, twisting and 
writhing for advantage. Kather was by far 
the heavier, but the Baron was more agile. 
Shifting his weight unexpectedly, he 
managed to catch Kather off-balance and 
bang the man’s head against the floor. He 
felt Kather’s grip loosen. 

But before the Baron could follow up 
his advantage, Lief barged through the 
door. Lief had a blue-steel automatic in his 
pudgy fist. He swung it toward the Baron. 

 
HE Baron dived across the room in a 
headlong plunge. The big gun in 

Lief’s fist blasted. A slug cracked past the 
Baron’s ear like a metallic whip. It struck 
the steam pipes, breaking them. A cloud of 
hissing vapor swirled through the room. 

The Baron’s head rammed into Lief’s 
stomach. The man’s breath exploded like 
air from a punctured tire. He sat down 
heavily. The Baron heard the gun drop 
against the concrete floor. 

Frantically, the Baron groped after the 
gun, but the small room was already so 
filled with vapor from the broken steam 
pipes he could not find it. And suddenly, 
the tall figure of Kather loomed again, 
ghostlike in the white fog. 

The Baron sprang to the door. Just 
outside, George Scobie was stalking 
forward, dark features twisted in a scowl. 

Scobie ignored the Baron. As Kather 
erupted from the steam room on the 
Baron’s heels, Scobie’s fist shot out. It 
landed solidly on Kather’s chin. A dazed 
expression spread across the shipping 
clerk’s spaniel face. He rocked back on his 
heels. 

“That was for playing around with my 
wife,” Scobie announced, and he jerked 
his thumb toward a blue-clad figure 
behind him. “Now I’m going to make sure 
the law burns you for killing her.” 

“Nice work, George,” the Baron said. 
“He deserved that smack. But it was Lief 
who murdered Ivy.” To the policeman he 
added, “Lief’s in there. Better watch out. 
He’s got a gun.”  

But Lief didn’t have the stomach to 
shoot it out with a cop. He came out with 
raised hands, and the patrolman snapped 
handcuffs around his wrists. 

“Your wife only dated Kather because 
of her job,” the Baron explained. “You 
see, she was working on a big claim, and 
she smelled something bad, same as I did. 
She was smart, poor kid. She doped out 
what actually happened, but then she made 
the mistake of trying to prove it from the 
woman’s angle.”  

He went on to tell Scobie about the 
drawing he had found in the dead girl’s 
rooms. 

“When I first saw it I thought it was 
just her humorous idea of how a man 
would look if his pants were stolen. 
Actually, it gave the whole facts of the 
case. The fig leaf was the key to it all. 

T 
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Showing she knew Lief was the man 
behind the burglary. 

“You’re crazy,” Lief growled. “Paul 
Ortt is the man you’ll have to pay for that 
loss, not me.”  

“That’s the way you figured it,” the 
Baron admitted. “You made sure Ortt had 
sufficient insurance so he could recover a 
total loss on your shipment. Then Ortt 
would have to pay you, since he’d 
accepted delivery. Trouble with your 
scheme, Lief, is that Imperial Casualty 
isn’t going to put up a dime. Because 
actually there was no loss. No pants were 
ever made to go with those coats.”  

The Baron dropped another nickel into 
the pinball machine at the Live and Let 
Live Lunch-room.  

“Lief happened to see me come back 
into his plant with the switchboard girl,” 
he told Johnny Rutgers. “He questioned 
her enough to find out I was suspicious of 

Kather. So he decided I was just as 
dangerous to him as poor Ivy had been.”  

He jiggled the pinball machine 
skillfully. 

“If I hadn’t known all about steam, 
Johnny, I’d have been a dead duck for 
sure. Did you know I used to be a 
thermodynamic engineer in a big marine 
engine company?” 

“Sure. You told me you fired boilers 
on a cattleboat one time when you were 
out of a job.”  

“Now you’re being crude and 
unimaginative,” the Baron said haughtily. 
“I’m really an expert on the specific heat 
of gases.”  

“You can say that again, Baron!” 
Rutgers picked the quarter from the glass 
of the bagatelle board. “You’re blowing 
off steam right now. Want to shoot another 
game?” 

 


